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ABSTRACT:
A rapidly expanding research area involves the development of routes to complex 3D structures with feature sizes in 
the mesoscopic range (that is, between tens of nanometres and hundreds of micrometres).  A goal is to establish 
methods to controll the properties of materials systems and the function of devices constructed with them, not only 
through chemistry and morphology, but also through 3D architectures.  Hwever, existing approaches of 3D 
assembly/fabrication are only compatible with a narrow class of materials and/or 3D geometries.  In this talk, I will 
introduce a mechanics-guided assembly approach that exploits controlled buckling for constructing complex 3D 
micro/nanostructures from patterned 2D micro/nanoscale precursors that can be easily formed using established 
semiconductor technologies.  This approach applies to a very broad set of materials (e.g., semiconductors, polymers, 
metals, and ceramics) and even their heterogeneous integration, over a wide range of length scales (e.g., from 100 nm 
to 10 cm).  To enrich the class of 3D geometries accessible to the proposed assembly approach, we devised a set of 
mechanics-driven design strategies, such as kirigami/origami designs of 2D precursors, heterogeneous substrate 
designs and loading-path controlled shape morphing strategies.  I will also introduce a series of mechanics models 
for the direct postbuckling analysis, as well as inverse design methods that map target 3D topologies onto unknown 
2D precursor patterns, which could provide an important theoretical foundation of the rational 3D assembly.  The 
compatibility of the approach with the state-of-the-art fabrication/processing techniques, along with the versatile 
capabilities, allow transformation of diverse existing 2D microsystems into 3D configurations, providing unusual 
design options in the development of novel functional devices.  I will demonstrate a few examples in this 
presentation, including biomedical devices conformally integrated with organoids/tissues/organs, 3D MEMS capable 
of efficient energy harvesting of low-frequency vibration, bioinspired electronic systems, and 3D microfluidic 
devices.
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